
Thursday, June 6, 2013

To whomever it may concern,

It is often the case in education that performance evaluations, praise, and criticisms only flow downward from the top 
of the structural pyramid. However, having worked under Mr. Dan Kerr for the past two years, I am so impressed and 
inspired by his leadership, that as a regular classroom teacher, I feel compelled to write this letter of recommendation 
on his behalf.

A popular idiom from my home is to call someone the real McCoy when they display exceptional character, abilities, 
or are indeed the genuine article. As such, it is fully accurate and fitting to call Mr. Kerr, the real McCoy! Even though 
his schedule is intensely demanding with a plethora of responsibilities to his students, teachers, staff, parents, and the 
greater community at large, he never misses a beat and carries himself with great pride and dignity. Whether Mr. Kerr 
is found in his office, on the soccer field interacting with students, conducting or watching professional development, 
leading a meeting, or even having dinner with colloquies, it is clear that his greatest desire as principal is to ensure the 
continued success and welfare of his school in every measurable way. 

To that end, Mr. Kerr succeeds in his duties like no other administrator. He is a kind and fair leader who is equally able 
to make tough choices and adapt to ever changing circumstances at lightning speeds. He is amazingly well educated, 
and yet, he continues to read and research new and effective ways to teach, which he eagerly shares though regular 
communications to the entire school. His open door policy and frequent interactions with students and parents help to 
ensure he is always able to understand and address the needs of his staff and students. 

Overall, Mr. Kerr is such an impressive leader, it would be impossible to list his numerous outstanding qualities in a 
single letter. As such, I would like to close this letter by expressing what makes him truly unique and outstanding, and 
that is his ability to make his faculty feel appreciated, respected, and eager to come to work each and every day. No 
matter how busy he is, Mr. Kerr always finds time to bare witness and celebrate his school’s accomplishments. Be them 
academic, artistic, athletic, or extra curricular, Mr. Kerr is always happy to appreciate and promote his teachers and 
students.

Mr. Kerr is an accomplished principal and a mentor to his staff.  I feel exceptionally lucky to work for such a thoughtful 
and talented person. Should he ever decide to leave SCIS, I would eager follow him to any school in the world!

Sincerely,

Joel Sutton
Computer Graphic Design Teacher, 

Percussion Director, & Yearbook Coordinator
Shanghai Community International School
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